Finally available a high quality WWII Tire Pump with hose and blower fitting.
Konečně dostupná WWII hustilka s hadicí a kovovým koncem vysoké kvality

Price $150.00.

MB GPW Complete Inner Windshield Frame
Finally available we now offer an inner windshield frame complete with glass, inner rubber weather seal and adjusting
arms. This is a great option considering most windshield frames come completely bare. Although this is not U.S.
made it is a better quality than the other imported frames.
konečně nabízíme dostupný vnitřní rám čelního skla spolu se sklem, vnitřním těsněním gumy a regulací otevření. Toto je
ohromná volba uvážíme – li,že rámy čelního skla přichází úplně holé. Ačkoli toto není vyrobeno v U.S.A je lepší kvality,
než jiné dovážené rámy.

Price $500.00

NEW MB-GPW FRONT FLOOR PAN
nový přední panel podlahy,

Price $350.00

zadní panel

Price $335.00.

Price $17.50 each

GPW Toolbox Lid - Price $25.00 (MB Lid also available)
Pictured below is the late version of the repair panel.

Push Button Glove Box Lock - $30.00
Glove Box Strike - $7.00

NEW MB-GPW BUMPER GUSSETS

$60.00 per set of four

NEW MB FRAME HORN
I have been wanting to reproduce this part for a long time and I finally have it finished. You may not be aware,
but this product is not available in a high quality reproduction. The only other option is something that
resembles this part, but not in detail. You also may not realize that an MB Frame Horn and a GPW Frame
Horn are completely different. I have decided to reproduce the Willys Frame Horn first which is pictured below
and will reproducing the GPW Frame Horn at a later date. This is a U.S. Made product with all holes drilled.
Available either Left Side or Right Side. Price $150.00 each
Tento díl se chtěl již dlouho vyrábět a nakonec se povedlo. Vy to asi nevíte,ale tento produkt není dostupný v nějaké vysoké
kvalitě. Jsou jistě nějaké další možnosti,něčeho, co podobá této části, ale není to pěkně udělané.Uvědomte si, že MB Frame Horn
a GPW Frame Horn jsou úplně jiné.Rozhodl jsem se produkovat Willys Frame Horn ,první který je zobrazený dole a bude
produkován i GPW Frame Horn později.Toto je nějaký U.S. produkt se všemi dírami drillu.
Dostupná je buď levá strana či pravá strana. Cena $150.00 každý

Available either Left Side or Right Side. Price $150.00 each

10-24 Captive Nut - $6.00 each
1/4-20 Captive Nut - $6.00 each
5/16-18 Captive Nut - $6.00 each

5/16-24 Captive Nut - $6.00 each
3/8-16 Captive Nut - $6.00 each
3/8-24 Captive Nut - $6.00 each
1/4-20 Caged Nut - $3.50 each
5/16-18 Caged Nut - $4.50 each

NEW MB-GPW STARTER MOTOR
Now Available are the New Starters for the MB-GPW and CJ2A. These are not rebuilt starters. They are actually a
reproduction of the Autolite MZ-4113 Starter. Are you experiencing slow cranking from your so-called rebuilt starter?
Most rebuilding shops today do not have the parts to correctly rebuild a starter so rebuilding is not a good option.
There is nothing like New. These are available in 6 and 12 volt.
Nyní dostupné jsou nové startéry pro MB-GPW a CJ2A. Toto nejsou opravené startéry. Je to ve skutečnosti reprodukce Autolite
MZ-4113 Starteru.Už jste zažili pomalé otáčení motoru z vašeho tzv .generálkovaného startéru? Většina servisů,nebo opravářů
dnes nemá správné díly k opravě startéru, takže oprava není dobrá volba.Není tam nic nového.Tyto jsou dostupné v 6 a 12
volt.proveden

Price $375.00

Special Price $35.00

With "F" Stamp $45.00,

Blackout Driving Light Guard
Now Available a new high quality black out drive guard. This is not the guard that has previously available. It is an
entirely new product.
Teď dosažitelný,nový velmi kvalitní Black Out. Toto není opravený, ale zcela nový produkt.

Blackout Driving Light
This is the fender mounted 6 volt light.
$95.00

NEW MB GPW Distributor
Here is the long awaited early style Autolite distributor for the MB GPW. This has been in development for the past
two years and we are proud to now have them available. The main body of this distributor is made from original
Autolite parts. It comes with the brown distributor cap and the brown rotor which is what the distributor originally
had. It also comes with the mounting bracket for easy installation. We guarantee that this is the highest quality
distributor available today
. Zde je dlouho očekávaný původní stylový Autolite distributor pro MB GPW. Tento rozdělovač byl ve vývoji dva roky a my jsme
pyšní,že je nyní dostupný. Hlavní části tohoto distributoru jsou vyrobené z originálních Autolite částí. Přichází s hnědým víčkem a
hnědým rotorem, který distributor původně měl. Přichází také s nosným držákem pro snadnou instalaci. My garantujeme že toto je
nejkvalitnější distributor dostupný dnes.

Price $350.00

Call for price.
(Click pictures for larger views)

-:-:-:-:Also Available!
MB GPW Fuel Tank Straps

Now available Fuel Tank Straps available in riveted Ford with the "F" Mark and stapled MB.
Price $50.00 per set

GPW 3 Stud Tire Carrier with "F" stamp
MB 2 Stud Tire Carrier
This is the new high quality 3 stud tire carrier.
This is the new high quality 2 stud tire carrier.
You will find no better tire carrier on the
You will find no better tire carrier on the
market today. It was copied from an original
market today. It was copied from an original tire carrier and we guarantee these will match
tire carrier and we guarantee these will match
up with the holes on your original body.
up with the holes on your original body
Available in;
This is used on later MBs.
GPW 3 Stud with "F" Stamp $70.00
$65.00
3 Stud Plain for early MB $65.00
.
("F" stamp pictured below)

.
.
.
.
.
(please also visit our MB-GPW Catalogs to see our full selection of Jeep
Parts)

MP-48
Hub Puller

Now Available

Now Available High Quality Hub Puller with
This is the antenna base for the MB GPW
Correct Markings. This was part of the tool
Jeep. Also used on other WWII military
kit in all WWII Jeeps. This is a handy tool to vehicles. This is an exact reproduction. You
have.
will not believe how good this one is.
Satisfaction guaranteed. $225.00 Limited
Supply at this time.
Price $40.00
Also available Antenna Mast Sections $75.00
MP-50 Mount $45.00
(please also visit our MB-GPW Catalogs to see our full selection of Jeep
Parts)

Now Available!
NEW GPW Accelerator Pedal

Brake Tube with Mount
This is a interesting part, the brake tube
mounting bracket on all MB-GPW always
wears out because it was metal to metal, a
poor design. Well I have the fix for this
problem a new mounting bracket with a brass
bushing, ah yes how sweet it is! I also have the
matching tube for it. Sold separately.

Mounting Bracket $30.00
Brake tube $35.00
____________________________________

These pedals are better than we expected them
to be. I truly believe that you cannot tell the
difference between this pedal and an original
Ford GPW pedal. All markings are exactly
like the original. Comes complete with
hardware and rod.
Price $50.00
(rod not shown)

(click
to enlarge)

Floor Ring Set
These are the rings necessary to hold the boots
and seals to the floorboard of all MB-GPW.
Kit includes transmission boot ring, transfer
boot ring, steering column seal ring and
dimmer switch seal ring.
Price $25.00 per set
*note - When ordering please include year and model of vehicle.

External Brake Band Assembly

Now Available!

This is a reproduction of the brake band
assembly used on all early to mid year MB &
GPW.

WWII Flat Olive Drab

Price $55.00

WWII Semi-Gloss

____________________________________

This is a new product developed in Italy by
Paolo Batisti,
The Long Olive Drab Line
This paint was developed by Paolo, who spent
many years of research to ascertain and
duplicate the correct color for WWII vehicles.
I feel this is the closest anyone has come to the
color and texture of the WWII paints.
$35.00 per Gallon
Hand brake cable MB or GPW
Hazmat and shipping charges apply.
Aerosol Spray Cans are Now Available
Aerosol Sprays - $6.50 ea.
Case of 12 - $70.00
No Hazmat charge on Aerosols

Out of all the reproduction parts I have sold ,
this one is in a class all by it self. It is as good
as an original, from the wire wrap cable to the
"F" in the GPW handle it is perfect. It also
comes with three clamps to hold the housing.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Available for MB or
GPW with "F" mark and GPA is also
available, please call for more information.
Price $110.00

The Long Awaited Green Sheller Steering
Wheel is Here.
This steering has never before been available
in true green plastic. For years the best you
could get was a steering wheel that was
painted green which eventually would wear
off.
The Long Awaited Black Sheller Steering
Wheel is Here.

This wheel is truly an excellent reproduction
of the green Sheller steering wheel. It has the
grooves embossed in it like the original and
the Sheller name stamp.

For years black steering wheels have been
made by many different companies and they
This steering wheel is correct for early model
vary in quality. Some are very poor and some
MB and GPW and also all M38 and M38A1's.
are okay.
This steering wheel is in a class all by itself.
This wheel is truly an exact reproduction of
the Sheller steering wheel. It has the grooves
embossed in it like the original and the Sheller
name stamp.
This steering wheel is correct for all early
models as well as the CJ2A and CJ3A.
Price $160.00

Price $160.00

The Long Awaited Green Plastic Steering
Wheel is Here.
I now have in stock this beautiful reproduction
of the metal spoke Steering Wheel. This is
real green plastic, not a steering wheel that is
painted green. It also has the grooves
embossed in it like the original - see picture
below for detail.
Price $150.00
The early style steering wheel will also be
available in the near future.

Hub Cap MB & GPW
These are the new reproduction Hub Caps.
They are available in MB plain and GPW
marked.
MB $10.00
GPW $12.00

Brown Distributor Cap MB-GPW
Now available is the new reproduction of the
Brown Distributor Cap.
Price $25.00
Ignition wire set, this high quality lacquer
wire set comes with N.O.S. suppressors and
soldered terminals, ordered with the rain
shields you will have a complete set.
Price $45.00

MB-GPW Coil with bottom stud available in 6
and 12 volt, a real nice repro.

Autolite AN7 Spark Plugs set of 4
This is a exact repro of the plugs that
came in MB-GPW.

Price $75.00
(please also visit our MB-GPW Catalogs to see our full selection of Jeep
Parts)

Temporarily Out of Stock

Spark plug rain shield set, std rubber type.
These rain shields are used in conjunction
with the suppressor on the ignition wire set.
Price$15.00 per set of four

Spark plug rain shield set, early bakelite
these were used on early 42 models.
Price$15.00 per set of four

Don't see what you are looking for?
Try checking our MB-GPW Catalog.
More Parts are pictured below.

Fuel Filter Assembly
This is the new reproduction fuel filter
assembly
complete with filter. This has
Fuel pump with hand primer and metal bowl.
always been a hard to find item because of the
This is a new high quality reproduction
rusted out bowls.
Price $75.00
Price $125.00

Main Push Pull Light Switch
MB-GPW Panel and B.O. drive switch,
real nice repro.

This has never been available before in a
reproduction. This is an exact reproduction of
the Main Light Switch.

Price $25.00 each
Price $75.00

High Quality Reproduction MB Spring with
correct clips and tapered ends.
*Note - the new springs are not actually
pictured above.

click here for close up view

Under the dash circuit breaker, these are
the real deal some dealers try to sell you
Due to a manufacturing problem these
what ever they can get. These breakers
springs were not made correctly and we will
protect your electrical system from burning.
not be offering any from the current
All MB-GPW models use a 5 and 15 amp
production run.
circuit breaker.
We expect to have these springs available
Price $25.00 each
in the future when the problems with them
have been corrected.
I also have the mounting bracket for $12.00

Spring U Bolt GPW
This is a reproduction of the GPW U Bolt with
the flat top and the "F" mark. Also available MB spring clip, I had these made from original
clips, available in three sizes, small, medium
in plain for MB $12.00
and large. U.S. made satisfaction guaranteed
Deep nuts also available as pictured $2.00
each

Price $6.00 each

Master Bow Bracket Set MB
This is my high quality bow bracket set with
correct markings on the bow pivot.
Price $130.00 MB Marked
Price $156.00 GPW Marked
Standard Set $115.00 No Markings for the
budget minded
*Note - All parts sold separately. See Catalog.

Rear top bow bracket, after years of only being
able to buy bow brackets that are junk, I
decided to make my own, copied from a
original and U.S. made. A perfect reproduction
$15.00 ea or also available in my 8pc
bow brt set. $115.00

1/4 Ton WWII Trailer Taillight Bracket
High Quality Top Bow Set

These are an exact reproduction.

These are the finest Top Bows available
today. They are made from heavy tubing like
the originals were and are available in Willys
and "F" stamped GPW. They also come with
the correct footman loops. These are not the
cheap light weight bows that others sell.

$35.00 a pair
Taillights also available.

MB Set - $150.00
"F" Marked GPW Set - $175.00
Pictured below is the GPW set.

Tail Light Pigtail Set
This is a pigtail set for all WWII Tail Lights.
Contains 3 single pigtail and 1 double pigtail.
Price $56.00

Rear Seat Frame MB
This is the new High Quality rear seat frame
for the MB. This is not the same seat frame
that others sell. It has the right dimensions for
folding it up and has all the holes drilled for
mounting the cushions.
MB $250.00
See detail picture below.

.
.
.
.
.

Rear Seat Frame GPW
This is the new High Quality rear seat frame
for the GPW. This is not the same seat frame
that others sell. It has the right dimensions for
folding it up and has all the holes drilled for
mounting the cushions. This seat frame is an
exact copy of the GPW frame, not an MB
frame with an "F" stamp in it.
GPW $250.00

MB-GPW Rear Seat Hook
GPW Wire Terminal Kit NOS
This kit is for the GPA, but it also has a lot of
the same wire clips the MB-GPW.

I have tried other manufactures on this item
and chose this one.
It is the best .
Price $12.00

$30.00

GPW Starter and Generator Data Plate
This is the new generation Ford Data Plates.
They are the best we've ever had with the
correct color and size.
Sold as a set with rivets $25.00

GPW Axe Handle Bracket with "F Stamp and
angled bar, not flat like others sell.
$15.00
(please also visit our MB-GPW Catalogs to see our full selection of Jeep
Parts)

MB Battery Tray

1/4 Ton Trailer Lunette Eye
This is our new high quality MB Battery
Tray. We were lucky enough to have original This is the new drop-forged, heat treated and
blue prints on this part and it has been made plated U.S. made 1/4 ton trailer Lunette Eye.
from the blue prints which will ensure
$185.00
accuracy and fit. Sold with rivets.
Price $98.00

Spring Available at $18.00 // Nut & Washers
Available at $3.00 each
.
.
.
.
.

MBT & Bantam Trailer Leg Casting
Now available U.S. Made.
MBT & Bantam Trailer Landing Leg
Price $85.00
Price $45.00
.
.

.
.
.

Optima Ford Battery

Optima Willard Battery

This is a new product now available. It is
This is a new product now available. It is
basically an Optima 6 volt battery in a WWII basically an Optima 6 volt battery in a WWII
style tar top case. If you're looking for better style tar top case. If you're looking for better
cranking power and a longer lasting battery
cranking power and a longer lasting battery
this would be the one to buy.
this would be the one to buy.
Price $335.00

Price $335.00

Jerry Can Spout
This is a new reproduction of the very hard to
find jerry can spout.
Price $45.00

Cylinder Head Bolt Set GPW with "F"
Set of nine bolts $50.00

T-84 Transmission Case MB
Now available new transmission cases for the
MB. These cases have come at a good time,
seeing how most 60-year-old cases are ready
T-84 Transmission Case GPW
for the scrap yard. Before you try to rebuild
your transmission with your old case, take a
Now available new transmission cases for the good look first you might be surprised at how
GPW. This case has the "F" Stamp in it.
bad it actually is.
These cases have come at a good time, seeing
how most 60-year-old cases are ready for the
Price $210.00
scrap yard. Before you try to rebuild your
transmission with your old case, take a good
.
look first you might be surprised at how bad it
actually is.
.
Price $210.00

.
.
.

This is the Conduit and Cable for the radio
junction box. This is commonly found on 43'
and later models for hooking up the radio.

Antenna Hold Down Rope

Conduit and Cable $85.00

This is a nice reproduction of the WWII hold
down rope.

Also available - Radio Junction Box $95.00

Price $30.00

Firewall Pad
Toto je nejlepší reprodukce z protipožární
čalouněné stěny Všechny díry jsou předvrtané s
montážním materiálem

Rubber Dash Grommet Set

These are all of the grommets used on the dash
and engine compartment. Grommet Set comes
This is the best reproduction of the firewall complete with instructions for grommet
pad available. All holes are pre-drilled and location.
Toto jsou všechny průchodky používané do
comes with mounting hardware.
prostoru pro motor. Průchodka Set je spolu s
Available in four types; Ford GPW; middle instrukcemi pro průchodku je přiložena.

and late MB - $75.00
MB early Slat Grill $80.00
Price $20.00 per set

Windshield frame skin, this skin is for the
lower part of outer windshield, this is the
best one available, not to be confused
with some of the imports that don't fit, this
is US made and it is one piece stamped, not
welded.
Price $115.00

These are the Windshield to Cowl Wing
Screws for the MB GPW. They are a new
high quality reproduction with correct angled
wing.
Price $12.00 each

This is the new generation Tandem Wiper
set for the MB-GPW. Unlike the previous
wiper set available, this is the highest quality
available. Comes complete with all hardware.
Price $75.00

Windshield To Cowl Rubber
this is a high quality piece, a new softer
material, the best I have ever sold.
$40.00

Hand wiper, this is the single wiper for
MB-GPW, CJ2A is an exact reproduction.
Price $35.00

Inner windshield rubber molded, this is one
piece, not vulcanized, just like the original fits
MB-GPW & CJ2A - $25.00

We still offer the other good quality rubber for We also still stock the vulcanized inner rubber
for $20.00
$30.00
Correct Screws available $3.00 per set.

Windshield latch, this is the brass windshield
latch found on early model MB-GPW,
a nice reproduction.

Pintle hook eyebolt, this is the eyebolt for
the trailer safety chain.
$15.00

Price $30.00

MB GPW Mirror Arm. This is a new high
quality product, probably the best that I’ve
seen with correct acorn nuts. Combine this GPW Tinted mirror head, marked King Bee,
available with or without "F".
with my tinted mirror and you’ll have a perfect
$20.00
mirror and arm. $40.00

GPW Front Bumper
This is our new high quality bumper with the
'F' stamp and the correct angled ends. Unlike
some of the other junk bumpers that are
available this is a beautiful reproduction. GPW
přední nárazník
Toto je náš nový nárazník vysoké kvality s ' F '
známkou a správné šikmé konce. Na rozdíl od
některých jiných , která jsou dostupné, tento je
krásně proveden

Price $75.00
Also Available 'F' Bumper Bolt Set 4 piece
$36.00
Wood Filler $30.00

Rear Crossmember
Rear Crossmember for MB and GPW.
Replace
that rusted rear crossmember with an exact
reproduction, U.S. made.
Available for MB and GPW.
Price $65.00

Bumperette GPW with "F"
These are the new Bumperettes for GPW with
the "F" stamp as seen in the lower picture.
Also available for the MB in plain.

Trailer Socket Cover

Price $45.00 GPW with "F"

This is the cover that goes in the tool
compartment to protect the trailer socket.
These are often missing or rotted out. These
are NOS WOF.

$40.00 for Plain

Price $20.00
.
.
.
.
.

Click image to enlarge

GPW Radiator Shroud
This is a high quality reproduction of the GPW
Radiator Shroud.
Price $75.00

GPW radiator a nice reproduction with
shroud, "F" GPW markings, not like
other junk radiators that are on the market
today, I also have it available for MB
in the same quality ( Price on request ).
Now in Stock. Call for Pricing.

Seal set with staples goes between
radiator and grill.

Radiator cap MB and GPW this is an exact
copy of the AC radiator cap available with
F, GPW and plain for MB you will not be
able to tell the difference from the original.

Price $20.00

Price $17.00

High Quality Amp Gauge

High Quality Fuel Gauge

This is the best reproduction Amp Gauge on This is the best reproduction Fuel Gauge on
the market today not the junk chrome gauges the market today not the junk chrome gauges
that others sell. They will fit MB - GPW,
that others sell. They are available in 6 and 12
CJ2A, 3A & 3B.
volt and will fit MB - GPW, CJ2A, 3A & 3B.
Price $50.00

Price $50.00

High Quality Oil Pressure Gauge

High Quality Temperature Gauge

This is the best reproduction Oil Pressure
Gauge on the market today not the junk
chrome gauges that others sell. They will fit
MB - GPW, CJ2A, 3A & 3B.

This is the best reproduction Temperature
Gauge on the market today not the junk
chrome gauges that others sell. They will fit
MB - GPW, CJ2A, 3A & 3B.

Now Available are GPW style Oil Pressure
Gauges.

Now Available are GPW style Temperature
Gauges.

$50.00

$75.00

Don't see what you are looking for?
Try checking our MB-GPW Catalog.
More Parts are pictured below.

A fuel sending unit for MB-GPW,
this is a high quality reproduction
gasket is included.
$45.00
(please also visit our MB-GPW Catalogs to see our full selection of Jeep
Parts)

Accelerator Foot Rest
This is one of those parts that are always
missing. It is mounted on the floorboard next
to the accelerator pedal.
$12.00

Eagle Oil Can
Oil can bracket, this is an exact copy plated
(not painted) it even has the B stamped on
the bottom of it just like the original one.
$18.00

This is a perfect reproduction of the Eagle Oil
Can that is found in all WWII Jeeps and
Trucks.
$20.00

Headlight Bucket
This is an exact reproduction available “F”
marked GPW and MB Corcoran Brown.
GPW $55.00 – MB $55.00
6 and 12 Volt Corcoran Brown Headlights They have the correct Seelite markings and the
bulb inside the housing as found on original
CB headlights. These are the best headlights
available.
mají správné Seelite označení i žárovku uvnitř
jaká se nachází na originálních CB světlometech.
Toto jsou nejlepší dostupné světlomety.

.
.
.
.
.

Back in Stock

.

$42.00

Headlight Arm Mounting Bolt

MB-GPW Tool box lock, this one you can't
tell from the original, comes w/ H700 key.
Price $35.00 ea.

This is a nice reproduction of the bolt which
holds the headlight arm to the fender.
$12.00

Early Fire Extinguisher Bracket "F"
Fire Extinguisher Bracket
This is a nice reproduction of the Fire
Extinguisher Bracket that will work in all
vehicles. Comes complete with mounting feet.
$45.00

Decontaminator, this has always been a hard
item to find, no more searching Ebay, I have
them now in a nice reproduction.
Price $200.00
Bracket to hold it is available for $45.00.

This is the new early Fire Extinguisher Bracket
with "F" marking. This is the nicest
reproduction of this bracket available.
Price $75.00

Now Available New Decontaminator and Fire
Extinguisher Data Plates
Up to now you could only get decals for your
fire extinguisher and decontaminator, but that
has now changed. These are a high quality
brass reproduction that can be attached to any
unit.
Price $20.00 each

Hand Crank, This is a new reproduction of the
Jack for tool kit. This has always been a hard hand crank, it is available for MB and GPW.
item to find, well your search is over. This
MB $45.00
high quality reproduction is just like the
original.
GPW $50.00
Price $125.00

M31C Pedestal mount, I am now offering
these high quality mounts for you jeep.
$675.00

Fork mount, this is highest quality
reproduction on the market today.
$395.00

GPW marker light door W/F, this has always
been hard to find. It comes complete
with gasket. $25.00

MB-GPW 6V horn, this is a repro of the
original jeep horn, the best we have seen.
$185.00

Grill Marker Lght
Grill Marker Light WOF
MB same high quality as GPW but with round
mounting surface and C.B. marked.

$75.00 ea.

Marker light GPW "F" these are the lights
mounted in the grill. They come with tear
drop mounting surface and "F" stamp. An
exact reproduction satisfaction guaranteed.
$65.00 ea.

These are Willys of France marker
lights that are close to the U.S. type. I made a
good deal on these and am offering these
at a good price. $25.00

NOS Stop Light Switch
This is an original switch not a cheap
reproduction.
Price $10.00

Rifle rack

MB-GPW Rifle Bracket Set

This was mounted on the windshield frame of
We had these made due to popular demand. If
MB-GPW & M38 models. It is the best
you do not have rifle brackets on your
reproduction of this item available.
windshield frame we now have the solution to
your problem. These are high quality
Price $180.00
reproduction. They come spot welded and
ready to be installed. This is not the offshore
junk that others are selling. Sold as a set.
Price $52.00

Click on image for larger view.
Bond Strap Set
These are the ground straps that are found
through out the vehicle. They play an
important part in grounding your vehicle. In a
NEW Manual for Installation of Radio
6 volt system good grounding is essential for
Suppression Components, Bonding Straps, quick startups. These kits come in GPW, MB
Bonding Points, Capacitive Filters and Star
early
Washers
and MB late, as you can see they come with
hardware, and clips. This is a first class kit
This 92 page illustrated manual by Paolo
and
Batisti is a must have item if you are doing a
I am proud to offer these to my customers
restoration.
Early MB $190.00
Price $25.00
GPW $190.00
.
Late MB $190.00
.
.

Air Cleaner Element Conversion Kit
This is a kit developed to convert from the Oil
Bath type filter to a dry throw away filter.
This kit comes complete with filter, new
gasket and instructions.
Price $85.00

Grease gun bracket. This is the bracket that is
mounted under the hood to secure the
grease gun. This is a exact reproduction.
$45.00
(please also visit our MB-GPW Catalogs to see our full selection of Jeep
Parts)

To view some of the other fine products
from this company please click here.

Air Cleaner Crossover Tube Complete
Air cleaner flex hose, this is the hose between
the air cleaner and air tube, shown with correct
wire clamps. This is perfect in looks and fit. This is a complete crossover tube for the air
cleaner system that mounts on the cylinder
$15.00 hose, $3.50 each clamp.
head.
$75.00 complete or all parts sold seperately

Desert cooling kit, this is a nice reproduction
MB/GPW front and rear shocks these are a of the cooling kit that was mounted in front of
nice reproduction, the rears have the stone
the grill, it comes complete with all brackets
guard and both are marked with GPW and MB and hardware. This is the best quality cooling
part number.
kit on the market toady.
$30.00 ea.

$245.00

WWII First Aid Box
First Aid Bracket
This is the bracket mounted under the dash for
the first aid kit. Another high quality
reproduction
$45.00

A beautiful reproduction that you cannot tell
from an original.

$55.00

One Piece Skid Plate - U.S. Made
Two piece skid plate, this has never been
available in a reproduction before. I had these
copied from a original and like my other parts This is a reproduction of the one piece skid
its perfect. The large plate is used alone on plate used on mid war jeeps. This was copied
early models. The second plate was added to from an original it is perfect like the other skid
plates that I offer.
later models. $125.00 set w/ hardware. Sold
separate $75.00 large plate, $50.00
Price $100.00 w/ hardware
small plate.

Fuel Tank Seal Kit
These are the seals that go around the fuel
tank to keep the dirt out. A nice reproduction
Price $55.00

GPW "F" Bolts these bolts are a must for that
perfect restoration, now available in
5/16, 3/8 and 1/4" .
1/4 x 3/4 $1.50, 5/16 x 5/8 coarse or fine,
5/16 x 3/4 coarse, and 5/16 x 1 inch coarse,
5/16 x 1 1/4 coarse $1.50 ea.
3/8 x 3/4 coarse, 3/8 x 3/4 fine and
3/8 x 1 1/2 coarse $2.50 ea.

Double Decal Set GPW
THERE ARE TWO OF EACH
DECAL IN A SET.
$16.00

Double Decal Set MB
THERE ARE TWO OF EACH
DECAL IN A SET.
$16.00

MB-GPW Speedometer cable w/ metal
housing, we waited a long time for a nice
cable and now we have it, exact repro.

Inside rearview mirror with bracket.

Price $35.00

Price $35.00

(please also visit our MB-GPW Catalogs to see our full selection of Jeep
Parts)

Lube Chart Holder, High Quality Repro
mounts under hood and holds lube chart.
Lube Chart, High Quality Repro.
$45.00

Back in Stock
$50.00

Hub Wrench

Original WWII Spark Plug Wrench
Price $15.00

These are original N.O.S. Hub Wrenches
found in the tool kit of all jeeps. They do have
some surface rust but can be cleaned up.
$45.00
Also available in reproduction for $25.00.

Tire Pump Nozzle with Chain

Tire Pump Hose
This is a replacement hose for all WWII tire
pumps. Also includes the special fitting for
blowing air.
Price $35.00
Also Available - Tire Pump Repair Kit
(internal) Price $25.00

This is the special nozzle fitting that is used
on the WWII Jeep Tire Pump. This is the
nozzle located on the end of the hose where
the the air blows out of.
Price $25.00
.
.
.
.

These are the Choke and Throttle cables for
These are Plastic Knobbed Choke and Throttle the GPW with proper raised letters and metal
Cables for the MB GPW. These are U.S.
knobs. These are a high quality reproduction.
Made.
$35.00 each, complete with housing or without
$15.00 each with housing
housing $17.50.

Ford GPW and MB front floor seal set, also
available for Willys. They help keep
air from entering the floor board.

PCV valve, this valve is always clogged
or missing. Fits both MB-GPW
and M38-M38A1.
$35.00

Price $20.00

GPW Fan Belt $15.00

Hood Drain for all flat fender models. This
part mounts on the existing hood hinge and
diverts water away from the engine along the
cowl. This will prevent water from entering
the spark plugs. This is an NOS item.

Also available - Willys Fan Belt $15.00

$15.00
(please also visit our MB-GPW Catalogs to see our full selection of Jeep
Parts)

This is an original NOS Black Out Light
MB GPW Bumper Tow Rope, this is a quality Switch for the WWII 1/4 ton military trailer,
MBT or Bantam.
reproduction of the manila tow rope with
braided loops.
$60.00
$45.00

Don't see what you are looking for?
Try checking our MB-GPW Catalog.

